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EXHIBIT A












                          EEll  PPaassoo     CCoouunnttyy  


Clerk to BOCC – Suite 2201 
Jackie Allred, Manager 


520-6432 
jackieallred@elpasoco.com 


Election – Suite 2202 
Angie Leath, Director 


520-7325 
angieleath@elpasoco.com 


Motor Vehicle – Suite 1200 
Kelly Lindgren, Director 


520-7302 
kellylindgren@elpasoco.com 


Recording – Suite 1079 
Jimmie Van Buskirk, Manager 


520-7074 
jimmievanbuskirk@elpasoco.com


Chuck Broerman 
Clerk & Recorder 
(719) 520-6202
chuckbroerman@elpasoco.com


Citizens Service Center – Suite 2201 
1675 West Garden of the Gods Road 


Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 2007 
Colorado Springs, CO  80901-2007 
Web Site:  http://car.elpasoco.com 


OOffffiiccee  ooff  tthhee  CClleerrkk  aanndd  RReeccoorrddeerr  


Chief Deputy - Suite 2201 
Mary Bartelson, Director of Operations 


520-6278 
marybartelson@elpasoco.com 


PIO – Suite 2201 
Kristi Ridlen 
520-6226 


kristiridlen@elpasoco.com 


Attention: 
Caleb Thornton 
Legal, Policy, and Rulemaking Manager- Elections 
Department of State 
1700 Broadway, Suite 550 
Denver, CO 80290 


Please find the responses below to the Section 1-5-621 complaint filed with your office on 9/27/2022 


regarding the El Paso county. 


I, Karl Nordstrom, have confirmed the Democracy Suite software utilized on the Dominion Voting 


System in El Paso County is the same 5.13 version installed during the 2021 Trusted Build event on 


6/1/2021. 


I, Karl Nordstrom, affirm that El Paso County has retained election records required under Colorado 


Election Rules (8 CCR 1501-1), 20.10.1(a-e) and 20.10.2(a-e) prior to the 2021 Trusted Build event on 


6/1/2021. 


Regards, 


Karl Nordstrom 
Information Systems Supervisor 
El Paso County Clerk & Recorder's Office 
karlnordstrom@elpasoco.com 
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DISTRICT COURT, EL PASO COUNTY, COLORADO 


270 S. Tejon St. Colorado Springs CO 80903 


Petitioners:     TIMOTHY J. KIRKWOOD and 


PAUL T. PRENTICE 


v. 


Respondents: HOLLY WILLIAMS, CARRIE GEITNER, 


STAN VANDERWERF, LONGINOS 


GONZALEZ, JR. and CAMI BREMER in 


their official capacities as members of 


Respondent BOARD OF COUNTY 


COMMISSIONERS OF EL PASO COUNTY; 


and CHUCK BROERMAN, in his official 


capacity as County Clerk and Recorder 


___________________________________________________ 


Plaintiff’s Attorney: 


John Case, Atty reg. # 2431 


John Case, P.C.  


5460 S. Quebec St. #330 


Greenwood Village CO 80111 


Phone:  (303) 667-7407 


FAX:    (303) 648-4786 


E-mail:   brief@johncaselaw.com


 
 
 


COURT USE ONLY 


______________________ 


Case No: 2022CV 


Courtroom:   


AMENDED VERIFIED PETITION FOR RELIEF UNDER C.R.S. § 1-1-113 


Petitioners state: 


INTRODUCTION 


1. This petition is narrowly focused on the illegality of the El Paso County electronic,


computer-based voting system.  The system is illegal because it systematically deletes


records in the normal course of its operation.  The records it deletes are required to be


preserved under Colorado and federal law.  Accordingly, it is illegal to continue to use


the system.


2. Because this petition is focused on the failure of the system to retain required records, it


is entirely practical to consider and resolve the issue under the accelerated process of


C.R.S. §1-1-113 in time to make arrangements to conduct the November, 8, 2022 general


DATE FILED: August 21, 2022 3:09 PM 
FILING ID: 51189D585F2D1 
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election in El Paso County (hereafter “November 2022 election”), by hand count without 


using the computer voting system. 


3. The Uniform Election Code of 1992, C.R.S. §1-1-101, et seq. (“Election Code”), 


authorizes the Colorado Secretary of State (hereafter “Secretary”) to certify computer 


voting systems for use by counties, but only if the systems comply with standards and 


conditions of use imposed by state and federal law.  C.R.S. §1-5-608.5. 


4. In addition to complying with state and federal law standards, C.R.S. §1-5-615(1)(p) 


provides “(1) The secretary of state shall not certify any electronic or electromechanical 


voting system unless such system: . . . (p) Saves and produces the records necessary to 


audit the operation of the electronic or electromechanical voting system, including a 


permanent paper record with a manual audit capacity.” 


5. C.R.S. §1-5-603 authorizes the governing body of a political subdivision of the state, 


including a county, to purchase or lease computer voting systems or components, but only 


if the system or component conducts elections in compliance with the part of the Election 


Code relating to electronic and electromechanical voting systems (Part 6 of Article 5 of 


Title 1 of the C.R.S.).  8 CCR 1505-1 (Rule 11.8.6) (Aug. 26, 2021). 


6. C.R.S. §1-5-612 authorizes the governing body of a political subdivision of the state, 


including a county, in consultation with the designated election official, to use computer 


voting systems, but only if the systems have been certified by the Secretary “in 


accordance with this part 6.”  Part 6 of Article 5 of Title 1 of the C.R.S. relates to 


electronic and electromechanical voting systems. 


7. While the Secretary did certify Dominion Voting Systems DVS Version 5.13-CO, such 


certification was not “in accordance with this part 6” because DVS Version 5.13-CO 


violates C.R.S. §1-5-615(1)(p) in that it does not “[Save] and [produce] the records 


necessary to audit the operation of the electronic or electromechanical voting system, 


including a permanent paper record with a manual audit capacity. 


8. It is a violation of the Election Code, and in particular Part 6 of Article 5 of Title 1, for any 


county official to permit the use of a computer voting system that does not comply with 


standards and conditions of use imposed by state or federal law. 


9. The computer voting system in El Paso County violates standards and conditions of use 


imposed by state and federal law because:  


(a) normal operation of the system destroys electronic files that federal and state 


law require computer voting systems to preserve for audits, recounts, and 


potential prosecution of election crimes or violations of civil rights; and  
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(b) before an election, updating system software in a procedure called “trusted 


build” destroys records of previous elections that federal and state law require 


computer voting systems to preserve. 


10. On or about June 1, 2021 personnel from Dominion Voting Systems and the office of the 


Secretary performed a “trusted build” on the El Paso County computer voting system.   


11. As a result of the June, 2021 “trusted build,” data previously stored on the voting system 


was destroyed, including data necessary for any audit of elections that had occurred 


within 22 months before the “trusted build.” 


12. As a result of the June, 2021 “trusted build,” the El Paso County voting system was 


loaded with Dominion Voting Systems DVS version 5.13-CO and the Microsoft 


Windows 2016 operating system. 


13. The images of DVS version 5.13-CO and the Microsoft Windows 2016 operating system 


installed on the El Paso County voting system are standard images used by Dominion 


Voting Systems and the Secretary to install on DVS system components in 62 Colorado 


counties, including El Paso County. 


14. Respondents intend to use the El Paso County computer voting system to record and 


tabulate votes that will be cast in the November 8, 2022 general election (hereafter 


“November, 2022 election.”) and all future elections to be held thereafter in El Paso 


County. 


15. The November, 2022 election will involve races for federal office including members of 


Congress and United States Senator. 


16. Respondents intend to permit future “trusted builds” that will delete election data 


required to be maintained under state and federal law. 


17. Court intervention is necessary to prevent Respondents from breaching and neglecting their 


duties and from committing unlawful acts by using an illegal voting system to record and 


tabulate votes in each upcoming election in El Paso County. 


18. Petitioners seek an order pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113 (1) that obtains substantial 


compliance with the Election Code by prohibiting the use of the current illegal computer 


voting system to process ballots, tabulate votes, or perform other functions prescribed by 


the Election Code in El Paso County. 


19. Respondents’ past, ongoing, and impending breaches and neglect of duty should and can 


most effectively be addressed if this Court orders substantial compliance with the Election 


Code in time for such relief to apply to the conduct of the November, 2022 election. 
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PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 


Petitioners 


20. Petitioner Timothy J. Kirkwood is an eligible elector and a resident of El Paso County, and 


thus has standing to file this petition under C.R.S. §1-1-113. Petitioner intends to vote in all 


upcoming elections in El Paso County for which he is eligible. 


21. Petitioner Paul T. Prentice is an eligible elector and a resident of El Paso County, and thus 


has standing to file this petition under C.R.S. §1-1-113. Petitioner intends to vote in all 


upcoming elections in El Paso County for which he is eligible. 


Respondents 


22. The Board of County Commissioners is the governing body of El Paso County, a 


subdivision of the state.  C.R.S. § 1-1-104 (18). 


23. Respondents Holly Williams, Carrie Geitner, Stan VanderWerf, Longinos Gonzalez, Jr., 


and Cami Bremer are members of the El Paso County Board of County Commissioners. 


24. Respondent El Paso County Board of County Commissioners authorized the purchase or 


lease the current El Paso County computer voting system. 


25. Respondent Chuck Broerman is the Clerk and Recorder of El Paso County. 


26. Each Respondent is a person charged with official responsibilities and has corresponding 


legal duties arising under both the Election Code and federal law. 


27. Each Respondent is sued in his or her official capacity 


Jurisdiction and Venue 


28. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113 (1). 


29. As set forth fully below, all Respondents have committed or are about to commit breaches 


and neglect of duty, and they intend to continue to commit breaches and neglect of duty, by 


using, or authorizing the use of, a computer voting system in El Paso County that violates 


state and federal statutory standards for computer voting systems. 


30. Venue is proper pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113 and C.R.C.P. 98. 


APPLICABLE LAW 


 


Requirements for Compliance with 2002 Voting System Standards 


31. Pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-5-601.5 (July 22, 2022) and Election Rules 21.4.1 and 21.4.2 (8 


CCR 1505-1), all county computerized voting systems must, at a minimum, meet the 
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objective performance and functional criteria contained in Federal Election Commission 


publication “2002 Voting System Standards” (hereafter “2002 VSS”). 


32. 2002 VSS and C.R.S. § 1-5-601.5 impose a duty on Respondents to preserve electronic 


records generated by the El Paso County computer voting system during an election. 


Requirements for Preservation of Election Records 


Colorado law 


33. C.R.S. § 1-7-802 (underline added) states: 


1-7-802 Preservation of election records. 


The designated election official shall be responsible for the 


preservation of any election records for a period of at least twenty-


five months after the election or until time has expired for which the 


record would be needed in any contest proceedings, whichever is 


later. Unused ballots may be destroyed after the time for a challenge 


to the election has passed. If a federal candidate was on the ballot, 


the voted ballots and any other required election materials shall be 


kept for at least twenty-five months after the election. 


34. The definition of “election records” as used in C.R.S. § 1-7-802 is non-exclusive and 


therefore does not exclude electronic files, including log files and other electronic files on 


the computerized voting system, that relate to any event that happened on any component 


of the computerized voting system during an election.  C.R.S. § 1-1-104(11). 


35. Definitions in C.R.S. § 1-1-104 that are exclusive use the term “means” instead of 


“includes.” 


Federal law 


36. 52 USC § 20701 (underline added) states: 


Every officer of election shall retain and preserve, for a period of twenty-


two months from the date of any general, special, or primary election of 


which candidates for the office of President, Vice President, presidential 


elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Representatives, or 


Resident Commissioner from the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are voted 


for, all records and papers which come into his possession relating to any 


application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act requisite to voting 


in such election, except that, when required by law, such records and papers 


may be delivered to another officer of election and except that, if a State or 


the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico designates a custodian to retain and 
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preserve these records and papers at a specified place, then such records and 


papers may be deposited with such custodian, and the duty to retain and 


preserve any record or paper so deposited shall devolve upon such 


custodian. Any officer of election or custodian who willfully fails to comply 


with this section shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more 


than one year, or both. 


Legal Duties of Respondents 


37. C.R.S. § 1-1-111(1) provides that Respondents Williams, Geitner, VanderWerf, Gonzalez, 


and Bremer have the duties: 


(a) To supervise the conduct of regular and special elections which 


it is authorized or required to call; and 


(b) Where appropriate, to consult and coordinate with the county 


clerk and recorder of the county in which the political subdivision 


is located and with the secretary of state in regard to conducting 


elections and rendering decisions and interpretations under this 


code. 


38. Respondent Broerman is the “designated election official” of El Paso County, Colorado. 


39. Pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-7-802, Respondent Broerman has the duty to preserve “election 


records” for a period of at least 25 months. 


40. Respondents are “officers of election” within the meaning of 52 USC § 20701 


41. Respondents have the duty in federal elections to preserve for at least 22 months the 


materials described in 52 USC § 20701. 


42. The November 3, 2020, general election and the June 28, 2022, primary election included 


the election of candidates for federal offices such as United States president, United States 


senator, and representatives to the United States House of Representatives. 


43. Pursuant to 52 USC § 20701, Respondents have duties to preserve “all records and papers 


which come into his possession relating to any application, registration, payment of poll 


tax, or other act requisite to voting in such election” for a period of 22 months after an 


election involving a federal candidate. 


44. The U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) interprets the phrase “all records and papers” in 


52 USC § 20701 to include electronic files related to an election. 


45. Exhibit 2, attached hereto and incorporated herein, is a DOJ publication dated July 28, 


2021.  It states in pertinent part:  
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The materials covered by [52 USC § 20701] extend beyond “papers” 


to include other “records.”  Jurisdictions must therefore also retain 


and preserve records created in digital or electronic form.” 


(Exhibit 2, p. 3 of 8, underline added) 


46.  The foregoing provisions of state and federal law that impose legal duties upon 


Respondents have been and are at risk of being breached or neglected as further described 


below in this Complaint. 


FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 


El Paso County’s Voting System 


47. El Paso County possesses and intends to use in the November, 2022 election computer 


voting systems equipment and software version Democracy Suite DVS Version 5.13-CO 


provided by non-party Dominion Voting Systems, Inc. and/or non-party U.S Dominion, 


Inc. (hereafter “Dominion’). 


48. El Paso County election officials used Democracy Suite DVS Version 5.13-CO to 


tabulate votes in the November, 2021 election and in the June 28, 2022 primary election. 


49. Respondents intend to use Democracy Suite DVS Version 5.13-CO to tabulate votes in 


the November, 2022 election. 


Non-Compliance with Record-Retention Requirements 


50. On or about June 1, 2021, agents of the Secretary and employees of Dominion, acting 


within the scope of Dominion’s authority as an agent of the Secretary, installed a 


software upgrade of the El Paso County voting system (server 1) called a “trusted build.”  


On information and belief, neither the Secretary nor Dominion backed up, copied, or 


imaged the hard drives of any El Paso County voting system components to preserve 


their contents before this upgrade was installed.   


51. The installation of the 2021 trusted build reformatted the hard drives of the El Paso 


County voting system computers. The reformatting effectively deleted all information 


present on the drive either by rendering the data difficult to programmatically reference, 


read, and retrieve or by actually overwriting and replacing the data with new values. 


52. The June, 2021 “trusted build” deleted electronic records of the November 3, 2020, 


election that were stored on the hard drives of El Paso County’s electronic voting system 


hardware components. 
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53. Douglas Gould, a qualified computer system and cyber-security expert, examined 


forensic images of the Mesa County election management server hard drive which were 


made before and after the May, 2021 trusted build in Mesa County. 


54. The Dominion voting system software in El Paso County is identical to the Dominion 


voting system software in Mesa County. 


55. Because the Dominion voting system software in El Paso County is identical to the 


Dominion voting system software in Mesa County, the El Paso County voting system 


violates VSS standards in the same ways that the Mesa County voting system violates 


VSS standards. 


56. Based on his examination of the Mesa County voting system, Mr. Gould made the 


following findings, among others: 


a) As delivered to the State of Colorado by Dominion Voting Systems, the DVS EMS 


Server (version 5.13-CO and version 5.11-CO) is configured to erase (overwrite) 


critical election records, audit trails, and operational logfile records. 


b) Erasure of the records occurs as a normal consequence of operating the system and 


can be avoided only by not using the system. 


c) Destruction of these data makes it impossible to detect election crimes or civil rights 


violations. 


d) Destruction of these data makes it impossible to audit or reconstruct an election. 


e) As delivered, the DVS Voting System operating system is configured for a maximum 


log file size of 20 megabytes.  Both the DVS versions 5.11-CO and 5.13-CO contain 


this same configuration maximum size limit.  This logfile size is inadequate to ensure 


the preservation of election data. 


f) DVS software contains an “EMS logger” program that does not “preserve all records 


that may be relevant to the detection and prosecution of federal civil rights or election 


crimes,” as required by the Federal Election Commission’s 2002 Voting System 


Standards. 


g) The EMS logger specifically omits detailed software executions, alterations and 


deletions of files and external connections to the EMS Server.  


h) No audit of the electronic voting and tabulation of ballots is possible because the data 


necessary to audit, reconstruct the election or detect election crimes have been 


destroyed, both by configuring the maximum logfile size to be too small, and by 


deletion of records not otherwise preserved using the “trusted build” process. 
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i) It is impractical to attempt to correct or even mitigate the effects of the system 


deficiencies and non-compliance with the VSS. 


j) The DVS system does not substantially comply with VSS requirements.  


k) Overwriting log files substantially violates 2002 VSS standards because overwriting 


deletes election records that federal and state statutes require to be preserved. 


57. A copy of Mr. Gould’s Declaration is attached to this Petition and incorporated herein as 


Exhibit 1.  


58. A copy of Mr. Gould’s resume is attached as Exhibit 1.1. 


59. Exhibits 1 and 1.1 are incorporated in this petition by reference. 


Non-Compliance with 2002 VSS Requirements 


60. Mr. Gould’s report explains how the following VSS requirements, among others, are 


violated by the Dominion DVS Version 5.13-CO that is installed on Server 2.:  


VSS §2.2.4.1 (h) (System Integrity) 


VSS §2.2.11 (Data Retention) 


VSS §2.2.5.1 (System Audit Purpose and Context) 


VSS §2.2.5.2.1 (e) (Audit Records) 


VSS §2.2.5.3 (Status Messages) 


61. Respondents’ continued authorization and use of El Paso County’s electronic voting 


system to conduct upcoming elections will result in the failure to preserve, and active 


destruction of, both (1) election records that must be preserved under Colorado law and 


(2) required election materials that must be preserved under federal law. 


62. No further elections should be conducted in El Paso County on any electronic voting 


system about which there is reasonable doubt that the system complies with the 2002 


VSS standards. 


Compliance with the Election Code Can Provide Relief. 


63. El Paso County’s electronic voting system cannot lawfully or practicably be used to 


tabulate votes in the November, 2022 election because the voting system, in its current 


configuration, does not substantially comply with 2002 VSS standards; because the 


deficiencies cannot be corrected; and because the voting system cannot be operated 
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without causing Respondents to violate Colorado and federal election-records-retention 


laws. 


64. The Election Code permits a designated election official to direct the tabulation of votes 


by hand in an election otherwise conducted by electronic voting system if “for any reason 


it becomes impracticable to count all or part of the ballots with electronic vote-tabulating 


equipment.” C.R.S. 1-7-507(6); C.R.S. 1-13.5-811(4) (local elections); see also C.R.S. 1-


1-104(22.7) (defining “manual count”). 


65. The Secretary’s rules likewise envisage and provide for the tabulation of votes by hand 


under these and other circumstances. See 8 CCR 1505-1 (Rules 10.13.1, 10.13.4) (Rule 


18.2) (Rules 25.1.7, 25.2.3(c) & (e)) 


66. Hand counting votes is a reliable method of tabulating votes.  Canada, Israel, France, and 


most countries in western Europe count votes by hand.  Moreover, all political 


jurisdictions across the entire United States, including every jurisdiction in the State of 


Colorado, universally tabulated votes by hand until only relatively recently. 


WHEREFORE, Petitioners pray that the Court enter an Order pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1) 


requiring Respondents to comply with provisions of the Election Code in the following respects: 


A. Order as part of discovery that independent experts may examine the El Paso County 


voting system to determine if it substantially complies with 2002 VSS standards;  


B. After trial on the merits, enter judgment declaring that (1) the El Paso County voting 


system does not substantially comply with 2002 VSS standards; (2) the routine operation of 


the El Paso County voting system, as currently configured, violates Colorado and federal 


election-record-preservation requirements; 


C. Order Respondents to discontinue using a computer voting system that does not 


substantially comply with 2002 VSS standards or comply with election-record-preservation 


requirements; 


D. Order Respondents to use a hand count to tabulate votes cast in El Paso County in the 


November, 2022 election and in elections thereafter. 


Petitioner prays that the court award petitioners their costs and expert witness fees, reasonable 


attorney fees, and grant such additional relief as the court deems just and appropriate. 
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Respectfully submitted August 20, 2022 
 


       JOHN CASE, P.C. 
       Counsel for Petitioners 
 
 
 


       s/John Case   


       John Case, #2431 
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VERIFICATION 
 


I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of Colorado that the factual 


allegations set forth in the foregoing verified petition for relief under C.R.S. section 1-1-113 are 


true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 


 


Executed on August  20 , 2022, in the County of El Paso, state of Colorado. 


 


Petitioner Timothy J. Kirkwood 


 


 


 


s/Timothy J. Kirkwood    


 


I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of Colorado that the factual 


allegations set forth in the foregoing verified petition for relief under C.R.S. section 1-1-113 are 


true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 


 


Executed on August  20 , 2022, in the County of El Paso, state of Colorado. 


 


 


Co-Petitioner Paul T. Prentice 


 


 


 


s/Paul T. Prentice    


 








EXHIBIT 1.1 
Doug Gould, CISSP, CAS 


Doug Gould is a results-oriented security leader with 35YRs+ experience in Business and Government Solutions security 
services. He has successfully partnered with management and technical leads of global corporations and government 
organizations to design solutions, demonstrate and implement technical capabilities of security products and services, 
and advise C Level clients as a Chief Security Strategist while at AT&T. Doug is currently the Chief Technical Officer at 
Cyber Team US. 


CORE COMPETENCIES 


• Business Management
• Rationalization of GRC and Risk


Management


• Security Architecture & Design
• Physical Security - Threat


Assessment/Risk Analysis; TSCM;
Protection Strategy; Design


• High Level and Detailed Security Policy • Public Key Infrastructure; AAA solutions
• Security Infrastructure: FW, IDS, IPS, and


more
• Enterprise Systems Administration;


Infrastructure-wide Config Management


• Systems Security –Unix/Linux & Windows • Bus. Continuity Planning, Disaster
Recovery


• Regulatory Compliance - SOX, HIPAA, more • SCADA, Process Control, Pharmaceutical
compliance (21 CFR & cGxP’s)


• Penetration Testing and Assessment (IT
Security, also Physical Security)


• Security Investigation, Computer Forensic
Expert


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


• Chief Technical Officer, and 50% owner, Cyber Team US
• Chief Security Strategist, AT&T Security Center of Excellence
• Technical Security Consultant, AT&T Security Center of Excellence
• Principal Security Architect, City and County of San Francisco (Health Information Exchange, leading national


standards initiatives)
• Principal Security Architect, State of Florida enterprise network (OC core MPLS network, 4000+ CPE routers,


advanced security); planning, design and implementation.
• Advanced Convergence Secure VPN Infrastructure development and deployment
• Commercialization Implementation team, AT&T’s global-scope Aurora SIEM platform
• Appointed Chief Information Security Officer, World Institute for Security Enhancement.
• Forensic Analyst, Expert Witness*
• Senior Faculty Member, World Institute for Security Enhancement – Computer Forensic Analysis, Advanced


Computer Forensic Analysis, Technical Surveillance Countermeasures.
• Instructor, Checkpoint Firewall-1 NG with AI
• Advanced SIEM Architecture Design & Implementation (Cisco MARS, Q-Radar, Intellitactics, others)
• Firewall and Network Security in HA Extreme Criticality National Security Government / DoD environments
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• Multi Vendor VPN Interoperability Specialist 
• Author, Information Security Framework MethodologyTM 
• Principal Security Consultant, Able Information Security – Checkpoint, Symantec, Cisco and Forensic expert 
• Course Author & Instructor, Beyond CISSP, Advanced Computer Forensic Analysis 
• Senior Computer Forensic Analyst, Expert Witness 
• Keynote Speaker, Able 2004 Security Conference – Norfolk Virginia, “The Future of Computer Security”. 
• Physical and Electronic Security Assessment for Federal Critical Infrastructure Data Centers 
• President, Eastern Carolina InfraGard, 2002-2003 
• Performed Security Audits, Security Assessments and Penetration Testing 
• Installed and Configured ASA, PIX, FWSM and Checkpoint firewalls and, Checkpoint Interspect, Symantec 


Manhunt, Cisco IDS, Enterprise Security Manager (ESM), Silent Runner, more … 
• Installed and Configured High Availability and Load Balancing Firewall Solutions supporting VPN access for 


>16,000 simultaneous global (worldwide) users in DoD environments 
• Performed Firewall Installation, configuration, rule base and policy development for Federal, State and Local 


Governments, and for National Critical Infrastructure organizations (US Ports), as well as numerous commercial 
clients 


• Established Multi-Vendor Interoperability VPN Solutions, including leading edge secure Converged Services 
• Consulted with clients on, developed and authored corporate security policies. 
• Architected 900-node international business network and operational security infrastructure 
• Performed Regulatory Compliance assessments for computer security, authentication and electronic signatures in 


regulated environments 
• Performed assessment against Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA, PCI, ISO-17799, NIST Standards, FISMA, FIPS, DOE 


Criteria, DoD STIG’s, FERC and NERC guidelines. 
• Expert in security of SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) systems and networks 
• Performed Application Security Assessments for Database Systems, Manufacturing Systems and Control Systems 


in regulated environments 


Current Position – Chief Technical Officer, Cyber Team US 
Responsible for operations management including service delivery, sales force management, consulting services, 
training, operational infrastructure design, implementation and business management, business strategy, marketing and 
growth strategies. 


Previous Experience – Senior Technical Security Consultant, AT&T Security Center of Excellence 
Upon AT&T acquisition of Alienvault, AT&T Cybersecurity was formed. I have been a key person in the development of 
security messaging in the new AT&T Cybersecurity business unit. Key spokesperson for AT&T Security offers – 
presenting and demonstrating AT&T offers to customer cabinet-level officers. Core ability to simplify technology and 
present key advantages in a business leadership context. Uniquely able to translate technological advantage into 
business imperative. Retired from AT&T in 2020. 


Previous Experience – AT&T Chief Security Strategist 
Responsible for leading security strategy for all of AT&T’s Enterprise and Global Transnational customers. As one of the 
most senior Subject Matter Experts (SME) in information security, worked with chief executives and cabinet officers of 
the Fortune-500 and Global Transnational companies to define approaches to address comprehensive security concerns 
from strategic alignment of risk and compliance with business goals to specific integration of solutions into existing 
infrastructures defining a path of continuous improvement toward the ultimate goal of achieving desired risk tolerance. 
Led a team of SMEs and Application Security Executives to achieve sales objectives. Facilitated Product management and 
operations collaboration to strengthen the portfolio and improve market position. Managed large complex projects 
including difficult client retention and account recovery strategies with a well-reasoned and disciplined approach, a can- 
do attitude and drive to get things done. 
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Previous Experience – Principal Architect, Security, AT&T 
In this role defined security implementations for large corporations, US States and the US Federal Government, from high 
level strategy to detailed design. Defined Governance, Risk and Compliance for multiple clients in conjunction with 
security architecture and operational process design, including the first healthcare network fully compliant with 
Healthcare Information Exchange standards. Developed operational processes including assessment and mitigation 
strategies to optimize customer’s Security Operations Centers. Defined security strategies to protect assets of a company 
responsible for more than a Trillion dollars. Defined the entire security architecture, operational plan, lights-out data 
center and SOC for one of the 5 largest US States. Defined and implemented security operations for US Government 
Agencies. 


Previous Experience – Senior Security Consultant, AT&T Security Consulting 
Beginning in 2006, led security consulting within AT&T and developed offers, trained consultants and let client 
engagements to achieve landmark and reference work, grow the practice and position new capabilities. Became the go- 
to person to resolve challenging issues and complex problems. 


 


Previous Experience – President and Principal Consultant, Gould Professional Services 
Incorporated in July 2001, served as President and Principal Consultant of the corporation. Performed security work for 
a broad spectrum of clients and security related tasks – clients included: 


Blue Cross and Blue Shield Quintiles Transnational Novo Nordisk 
Roxanne Laboratories Able Information Security SAIC / DIA 
Gardner Law Firm Progress Energy Port of Virginia 
City of Chesapeake City of Virginia Beach National Business Aviation Association 
Cisco Systems US Army Boston Scientific 


 
Tasks for these clients included Security Architecture Design, Perimeter Security Design, Security Policy Assessment, 
Security Policy Development, Firewall Installation & Rulebase Design, Teaching Firewall Engineering & Admin, Data Center 
Security Design, Intrusion Detection & Prevention Systems, Installation & Rule Base Development, Interior Enclave 
Security, Forensic Examination of Computers; Expert Witness Testimony (Computer Security Expert), Penetration Testing, 
Critical Infrastructure Security Assessment (physical, electronic and computer security), Regulatory Compliance 
Assessment (security) and Technical Compliance Remediation, Technical Surveillance Countermeasures, Database 
Security, Systems Security, Infrastructure and Architecture Security Evaluation and Remediation. 


 
Previous Experience – Product Manager, Optical and Broadband Services, Lucent Technologies 
2001-2003 Responsible for professional services management for 16 product lines from basic route and switch through 
complex multi-terabyte intercity trunking technologies. Defined operational strategy, policy, process and oversaw service 
delivery. Certified Product Manager. 


 
Previous Experience – Regional Security Resource Manager – International Network Services 
International Network Services, Inc. / Lucent Technologies: Responsible for the development, leadership and 
management of Mid-Atlantic regional Network Security consulting practice, including forensic and emergency response 
services. Defined and implemented services, training and staff development, sales and delivery processes. Developed 
Managed Security Services business. Consulted on startup strategy for Lucent’s new ventures; responsible for B2B 
strategic relationship negotiations. Provided senior consultative leadership to client teams and executives. 


 
Previous Experience – Lead Security Manager, US EPA – Lockheed Martin Professional Services. 
Lead responsibility for Information Security at the US EPA’s National Data Processing Center, including perimeter security, 
data integrity, systems and applications monitoring and management. 


 


Previous Experience – Vice President, Partner, Imagine Systems.| 
Information Security business targeting small to medium size IS customers. Marketing, technical sales, P&L 
responsibility. Developed one of the first real-estate search capabilities on the Internet in 1994, including all access, 
database, imaging and presentation technologies. 
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Previous Experience – Producer and Recording Engineer, Bongiovi-Walters Productions, New York City. 
Responsible for audio recording and production of special projects. Line producer for live TV broadcast, recording for 
syndication and live audience performance of The Early Days of Radio, a big-band entertainment season run with cast and 
crew of 60. 


 
Previous Experience – Senior Technical Associate, Bell Laboratories 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ. Laser Development, Computing Services (Murray Hill Computer Center), 
Computer Security (Bell Labs Computer Security Group), Lightwave Product Manufacturing, Visual Solutions (video 
teleconferencing); project manager, technical lead, responsible for engineering team; managed $M+ budget, Infosec 
Responsibility across 3 major data centers, 350+ systems from minis to Mainframes and Cray. Responsibilities also 
included semiconductor device physics, fiber and optical development engineering, test and measurement physics, VLSI 
Design and Test. Product Realization specialist including transfer to Manufacture. Quality Systems expertise. Solved 
major infrastructure problems with KDD/Japan’s fiber backbone by identifying polarization dependence issues; 
Development team & test engineer, AT&T Advanced Video Processor (AVP) chipset (H.323 implementation, AVP4120, 
AVP4125), Advantest certified. Pioneer in Computer Forensics (first case 1986). 


 


Key Areas of Expertise 


Technology Skills 


Data Networking 
 


• Principal Security Architect for European Retailer w/900 outlets in 56 countries 
• Special Security Implementations for classified networks/systems 
• Principal Security Architect, State of Florida network 
• Principal Security Architect, City and County of San Francisco 
• Principal Security Consultant to $300M business that manages ~$1 Trillion in assets 
• Network Forensics 


 
Products 


 
• Checkpoint Product Line 
• Symantec Product Line 
• Radware Product Line 
• Cisco PIX, ASA, VPN concentrators; routers, switches, IDS 
• Silent Runner 
• Intellitactics SIEM, Q Radar SIEM, Fortigate Firewall, AT&T Aurora SIEM (Internal only, global scale) 
• Encase, Access Data, Net Forensics Computer Forensics 


 
Certifications and Training 


 
• Certified Anti-Terrorism Specialist (CAS) 
• Technical Surveillance Countermeasures certified Instructor (TSCM) 
• Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) 
• Checkpoint Certified Security Administrator / Engineer (CCSA/CCSE) 
• Symantec Certified Product Engineer – Manhunt IDS (SCPE) 
• Linux / Unix Systems Programmer / Developer (includes contributions to AT&T UNIX) 
• FEMA Certified Emergency Manager 
• NJ Certified Public Information Officer 
• FCC General Radiotelephone License 
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 Major Forensic Cases  
• 1986 – Disclosure of National Security Information Discovered a leak of highly classified information and was able to 
identify the perpetrator within a group of 15 people. The FBI and US Naval Investigative Service brought this to 
resolution.  
• Early 1990’s – US Secret Service investigation, “Mothers of Doom” hacker case At USSS Evidence Lab, in response to 
a request for assistance from USS SA Jack Lewis, performed evidence recovery and identified 800 pages of evidence, 
invalidating immunity of a suspect’s testimony in a proffer session.  
• Late 1990’s – Interpath, a North Carolina Internet Service Provider (ISP) This ISP was a tier-1 (top level) provider 
infected with Stacheldraht malware. Investigated the live (running) server and identified that all evidence on disc had 
been deleted. The only remaining evidence was a running program in memory, which was recovered. This case 
changed the Best Practice in Forensics – no longer is the first step necessarily removing the power. Had that been 
done no evidence would remain in this case.  
• Late 1990’s – As senior security administrator for the US EPA, investigated a complaint from the White House of 
computer intrusions and discovered an international attack involving 4 countries. Wrote monitoring and tracking 
software to capture the perpetrator online, brought together the FBI, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), 
Scotland Yard and Deutche Bundespost in a live investigation tracking the intruder resulting in an arrest in Germany.  
• South Carolina – A Public Works supervisor accused of violation of county policy was fired and brought countersuit. 
Forensic investigation recovered 4 3” thick binders of evidence showing sexual misconduct. Countersuit dismissed.  
• Discovered Al Qaida attack plans targeting US Soil. Working with the FBI, the perpetrator, who was a foreign citizen 
in the US. Arrest made within 48 hours and the attack was thwarted.  
• Mid-2000’s – Florida vs. Rabinowicz – in a case where possession of contraband was the only element of proof, 
stipulated that the contraband was authentic and present. I proved forensically that the defendant was not technically 
in possession of the evidence and that evidence was planted. Qualified as an expert witness and provided expert 
testimony in this case.  
• Mid-2000’s – Identified a leak of national security from Oak Ridge National Laboratory involving chemical weapon 
information using forensic analysis and was able to identify the perpetrator. DSS responded and resolved the case.  
• Mid-2000’s – Investigated sabotage of a health industry contractor. The systems administrator had been fired and 
sabotaged the system. Solved the case and the administrator went to prison.  
 
Instructor of Forensics  
• Taught Forensics and Advance Forensic Techniques to State Law Enforcement, Military and major corporate customers at 
the World Institute for Security Enhancement.  
 
• Taught Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM) course for government and industry at the World Institute for 
Security Enhancement.  
• Wrote the entire course and taught the entire CISSP curriculum at Able Information Systems.  
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You may use this form to file a complaint alleging a violation of Colorado Election Law. ·Complaint ID: ___ -__ -__ - ___ _
All fields marked with an asterisk(*) are required. 
This form does not need to be notarized. 
Mail, fax, deliver, or scan your signed form and email it to: 
The Colorado Secretary of State, Elections Division 
1700 Broadway, Ste. 200 
Denver, CO 80290 
Fax: (303) 869-4861 
state.electiondivision@sos.state.co.us 


Secretary of State authority 


, Date Stamp:


The Secretary of State has independent authority to inspect and review the practices and procedures of county clerk and recorders, their employees, and other 
election officials in the conduct of primary, general, and congressional vacancy elections and the registration of electors in this state, with or without the fi!ing of 
a complaint by any person. [Section 1-1-107(2)(b), C.R.S.) 
NOTICE: This complaint is not confidential and, once filed with the Department of State, will be treated as a public record. 


Your identifying information 
Last name* 
iBottoms 


Phone number (include area code)* Email address 


First name* 
pcott 


Middle name 
[fhomas
I 


!719-373-0227 pastorscottforhd15@gmail.com 


Current Street address (No P.O. Boxes)* 


!6398 Butch Cassidy Blvd


!Same
our home address) 


City or Town* 
polorado Springs 


City or Town 


ZIP Code' Colorado County 


State ZIP Code 


Identifying information of the person or entity you are alleging the complaint against (only one person/entity per form) 
Name of the person or entity* 


k::huck Broerman 


Phone number (include area code) Email address 


r19-520-6202. 719-459-6065 ehuck.Broerman@gmail.com; ChuckBroerman@EIPasoCO.com 


Address 


f675 W. Garden of the Gods Rd, suite 2201 


Alleged violation(s) of State Law (check all that apply) 


I was not allowed to: 
D Vote in secret 


O Turn in my absentee ballot 


O Ask questions or ask for assistance 


D Vote, even though I was standing in line before the polls closed 


D Re-vote after I made a mistake 


State law was violated because: 
D My voter registration information was altered 


D My polling place was not open (either on time or at all) 


D Officials neglected to perform their duties 


� Other (please specify including statutory provision): 


City or Town 


po1orado Springs 
State 


po 
ZIP Code 


�0907 


I was not able to vote because I wasn't given assistance: 
0 To accommodate my disability 


D In my own language 


I was not provided: 
D Election materials in my own language 


I observed: 
D Pollworkers acting or saying something inappropriate 


D Inappropriate electioneering or campaigning too close to the polls 


D The casting of a fraudulent vote 


The voting system Dominion software version DVS 5.13-CO violates C.R.S. secs. 1-601.5, 1-5-603 and 1-7-802 and 52 USC 20701 and the 2002 
Voting System Standards issued by the Federal Election Commission, particularly sections 2.2.1.1, 2.2.4.1 (h), 2.2.5.1, 2.2.5.2.1 (e), 2.2.S.3 as set forth 
in the attached Declaration of Douglas W. Gould. 


Secretary of State Approved 07� 12·2019 
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Unsworn Declaration Pursuant to C.R.S. §§ 13-27-101 et seq. 


I, RYAN MACIAS, declare the following:  


1. I am over 18 years of age and am competent to testify regarding the


matters discussed in this declaration.  


2. My areas of expertise include election technology, security, and


policy.  


3. El Paso County, Colorado retained me in this matter to provide an


expert opinion regarding the security, reliability, and accuracy of its election 


process, including its use of the Dominion Voting System (DVS) Democracy Suite 


5.13-CO, as certified and approved for use by the Secretary of State.  


4. My curriculum vitae is attached to this report as Exhibit 1.


EXPERT CREDENTIALS 


5. I am the owner of RSM Election Solutions LLC, an election


technology and cybersecurity consulting and advising company organized in 


Washington, D.C., registered as a foreign LLC in Texas, and operating out of 


Dallas, Texas. RSM Elections Solutions LLC’s core principle is “Resiliency in the 


election infrastructure = Securing election technology + Mitigating risk to the 


democratic process.”  


6. I am a subject matter expert with over 17 years of experience in


election technology, security, and policy. In this capacity, I have developed 


EXHIBIT I
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strategies and advise the election community, including federal, state, local, 


territorial, and tribal (FSLTT) governments, on ways to build resiliency into the 


election infrastructure. I engage directly with election officials to identify risks to 


the election infrastructure and election processes, as well as to highlight mitigative 


measures, compensating controls, and best practices that election officials and 


private sector partners can implement to manage those risks. For the November 3, 


2020, General Election (the “2020 Election”), I also served as an expert observing 


the hand-count audit and recount in Fulton County, Georgia. 


7. I have provided multiple expert reports and opinions regarding voting 


equipment inspections or reviews performed by entities that are not federally 


accredited to perform such tasks. These reports and opinions include my Rebuttal 


Report1 regarding the Allied Security Operations Group (ASOG) review of the 


Dominion Voting Systems (DVS) Democracy Suite 5.5 voting system used in 


Antrim County, Michigan; expert declarations regarding the review by the Arizona 


Senate and Cyber Ninjas of the Maricopa County, Arizona ballots and election 


equipment from the 2020 Election; and inspections of the Fulton County, 


Pennsylvania DVS Democracy Suite 5.5-A. Arizona Secretary of State Katie 


 
1 Available at https://cdn.factcheck.org/UploadedFiles/Rebuttal_ASOG-


Antrim_Report.pdf.  
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Hobbs designated me as one of her expert observers of that Arizona review and 


asked me to report my findings.2  


8. Previously, I was the Acting Director of the U.S. Election Assistance 


Commission’s (“EAC’s”) Voting System Testing and Certification Program, where 


I led the modernization of the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (“VVSG”), 


version 2.0.3 A primary purpose of the VVSG is to ensure all voting systems used 


in U.S. elections are secure, accurate, and accessible. I developed the 17-Functions 


process model that defined the scope of the VVSG 2.0, allowing non-traditional 


election technologies to be evaluated to the same standards as traditional voting 


systems. In my role as Acting Director, I also managed multiple voting system 


applications and testing campaigns, including multiple versions of the DVS 


Democracy Suite Voting System. In addition, as a Lead Auditor for International 


Standards Organization (ISO) 9001 Quality Management Systems and ISO/IEC 


17025 Testing and Calibration Laboratories, I performed audits on federally 


accredited voting systems testing laboratories (VSTLs) and registered voting 


system manufacturers. 


 
2 Available at https://azsos.gov/about-office/media-


center/documents/coliseum-observer-notes-2021.  


3 Available at 
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/6/VVSGv_2_0_Scope-
Structure(DRAFTv_8).pdf. 
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9. Before stepping into the Acting Director position, I served as the 


Senior Election Technology Program Specialist at the EAC for three years. Before 


joining the EAC, I spent ten years with the California Secretary of State’s Office, 


developing and implementing legislation, policies, and procedures regarding 


election technology and security, including serving as the technology lead for the 


Post-Election Risk-Limiting Audit Pilot Program from 2011 to 2013.4 


10. In preparing this declaration, I reviewed the Verified Petition for 


Relief and related filings in Kirkwood et al., v. Williams et al., El Paso County 


District Court Case No. 2022CV31462. I have also conducted a search for and 


reviewed publicly available material related to this matter. 


OPINIONS 


I. Opinion 1: The Petitioners, including their expert, make many claims 


based on a lack of understanding of the complexity of the election process, 


as well as a misconception of what a voting system is and its role in the 


election process. 


11. Understanding how to audit or reconstruct an election requires 


knowledge of the complexity of the election process. Most voters and members of 


the general public perceive the election process as a monolithic system—the 


 
4 Available at https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/ovsta/frequently-requested-


information/post-election-auditing-regulations-and-reports/post-election-risk-
limiting-audit-pilot-program-2011-2013. 
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“voting system”—because that is the only portion of the voting process the voter 


interacts with on a reoccurring basis. But the voting system is only one component 


of the election process, understandably an especially important one. In fact, 


running an election requires data from multiple systems and processes, including 


candidate filing systems; precinct boundary or geographic information systems 


(GIS); voter registration systems; voter check in data; the voting system, etc. 


12. Furthermore, many people who purport to be election technology 


experts, auditors, or cybersecurity professionals working in the election space lack 


the understanding of the voting system, itself, as they perceive it to be a singular 


component or device.  


13. The Petitioners and their expert seem to share the viewpoint that the 


voting system is a singular device because they only assessed one component of 


the voting system, the Election Management System; they did not assess the data, 


records, or security of the voting devices that voters interact with, including the 


paper ballots and ballot marking devices, nor did they review and assess the 


tabulators that actually count the votes.  


14. The Petitioners and their expert have a misconception that the DVS 


Democracy Suite 5.13-CO does not comply with the Federal Election 


Commission’s (FEC’s) 2002 Voting System Standards (VSS) based on this limited 
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understanding—or at least limited review—of a single voting component, rather 


than reviewing the voting system as a whole.  


II. Opinion 2:  The voting system used in El Paso County—DVS Democracy 


Suite 5.13-CO—provides the capability for the designated election official 


to preserve “all records and papers which come into his possession 


relating to any application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act 


requisite to voting in such election” for a period of 22 months after an 


election, in accordance with the FEC 2002 VSS. 


15. FEC 2002 VSS § 2.2.11 restates 42 U.S. Code § 1974 though 1974e, 


in part, and additional clarification on the retention requirement. Further, FEC 


2002 VSS § 2.2.11 cross-references the “audit trail information spelled out in 


subsection 4.5” (sic – should be § 4.4, entitled “Audit Data”), which provides 


requirements for audit trail information.  


16. The portion of 42 U.S. Code § 1974 though 1974e included in the 


FEC 2002 VSS §2.2.11 states “all records and paper that came into (their) 


possession relating to an application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act 


requisite to voting.” The only relevant part of that sentence that pertains to a voting 


system is “or other act of voting” (emphasis added). In El Paso County, the only 


voting system component used “in the act of voting” is the ImageCast X (ICX). 


Voters with specific needs (e.g., visual, language, tactile, etc.) may use the ICX if 
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they need assistance in the act of voting and marking a paper record (e.g., ballot). 


The ICX generates a log file, as required by FEC 2002 VSS. All other acts of 


voting pertaining to the voting system (i.e., not to voter registration, check-in, etc.) 


are performed using a hand marked paper ballot and can be maintained by the 


election official in accordance with the requirements.  


17. These data make it possible to audit and reconstruct the outcome of 


the election. 


18. Notably, the Petitioners and their expert did not reference reviewing 


the ICX, the only device applicable to this section of the FEC 2002 VSS.  


III. Opinion 3: The DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO voting system produces 


the necessary data for El Paso County to audit and reconstruct the 


outcome of the election. 


19. As previously mentioned, the data needed to audit, recount, or 


reconstruct the outcome of the election requires the voter verifiable paper records, 


which include hand marked paper ballots and the printouts from the ICX ballot 


marking devices.  


20. Additionally, the election officials scan the record creating a digital 


representation of the paper record for use by the voting system. Those digital 


records are secondary sources of data that the voting system captures and 
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maintains. El Paso County could use the digital records to audit, recount, and 


reconstruct the outcome of the election. 


21. El Paso County has demonstrated that they maintained the analog and 


digital record through the numerous election audits and recounts performed since 


2020. The risk-limiting audits verifies that both sources of data (i.e., paper and 


digital records) match the voter’s intent and ensures the systems count the vote 


accordingly. El Paso County performed recounts using the original data (i.e., paper 


records) to reconstruct the outcome of the election. Additionally, El Paso County 


provided the digital record to a different voting system company (i.e., a 


competitor) to have that company perform another recount. The other company 


used the secondary source of data (i.e., digital records) to produce the outcome of 


the election on its voting system and compared it to the results from the El Paso 


County DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO.  


22. Some members of the public have been skeptical of the federal and 


state certification (i.e., testing in a laboratory or test environment) process, stating 


that they believe the certification processes are insufficient proof that the voting 


system meets requirements. The evidence El Paso County produced is both clear 


and convincing to show that the data (i.e., paper and digital records) maintained by 


the designated election official allows for an audit, recount, and reconstruction of 


the outcome of the election.  
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IV. Opinion 4: The voting system used in El Paso County—DVS Democracy 


Suite 5.13-CO—produces the necessary records to comply with the FEC 


2002 VSS. 


23. To determine compliance with a standard, such as the FEC 2002 VSS, 


the person assessing such compliance must understand the construct of the 


standards, the intended purpose of those standards, and the objectives the standards 


are trying to achieve. The FEC 2002 VSS is comprised of two parts, Volume I5 and 


Volume II.6 In total, the intent of the two volumes is to “specify minimum 


functional requirements, performance characteristics, documentation requirements, 


and test evaluation criteria. The Standards address what a voting system should 


reliably do, not how system components should be configured to meet these 


requirements… The Standards are not intended to define appropriate election 


administration practices. However, the total integrity of the election process can 


only be ensured if implementation of the Standards is coupled with effective 


election administration practices.”  


 
5 Available at 
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/Voting_System_Standards_
Volume_I.pdf 
6 Available at 
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/Voting_System_Standards_
Volume_II.pdf 
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24. The standards include specific requirements and universal 


characteristics. They also provide purpose and intent, or other clarifying language, 


to assist with the test evaluation, as well as take into consideration the practices 


(i.e., manual process, procedures, etc.) that election administrators use in the 


overall election process.  


25. The FEC 2002 VSS defines a voting system as “a combination of 


mechanical, electromechanical, or electronic equipment. It includes the software 


required to program, control, and support the equipment that is used to define 


ballots; to cast and count votes; to report and/or display election results; and to 


maintain and produce all audit trail information.” 


26. As previous mentioned, and as defined by the FEC VSS 2002, a 


voting system is comprised of multiple components (i.e., hardware) and the 


software that runs those components. Each device and its software must produce 


and maintain audit trail information that relates to the function or functions (e.g., 


define ballots; cast and count votes; report and/or display election results) that the 


specific device or software performs.  


27. The DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO used in El Paso County is 


comprised of the following components and functions: 
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a. The Election Management System (EMS) is a set of computers running 


the Democracy Suite software and applications that define ballots and 


report election results. 


b. The ImageCast X ballot marking device, which aids a voter in the casting 


of the ballot by allowing the voter to interact with a computer to mark the 


ballot electronically before printing the paper record for verification, and 


before submitting the paper record for tabulation. 


c.  The ImageCast Central (ICC) scanner and tabulator which scans the 


paper record to create an image (i.e., photograph) of the ballot, and 


tabulates (i.e., counts) the voter’s vote selections.  


28. Each of the respective devices produces the required audit log data for 


the function or functions it performs and provides the capability to maintain and 


retain that data.  


29. For example, § 2.2.4 describes the “integrity” standards specific to 


“the vote recording and counting process.” The ICX performs the vote counting 


functions, and the ICC performs the vote recording and counting functions. 


Therefore, the requirements set forth in § 2.2.4 only pertain to the ICX or ICC 


voting devices.  


30. A specific requirement within that section (§ 2.2.4.1(h)) states that the 


devices performing vote recording and counting process must “[m]aintain a 
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permanent record of all original audit data that cannot be modified or overridden 


but may be augmented by designated authorized officials in order to adjust for 


errors or omissions” (emphasis added). 


31. As it relates to the ICC’s vote recording functionality, the original 


audit data used for recording and counting votes is the paper record. The voting 


system complies because it allows for the paper record to me maintained 


permanently without modification. Additionally, since the ICC also performs a 


counting function, by tabulating off the digital record, an argument can be made 


that original audit data used for counting is the digital record; and therefore, the 


ICC should maintain the digital record permanently. The DVS Democracy Suite 


5.13-CO provides the capability to maintain and have the election official retain 


both records (i.e., paper and digital) permanently.  


32. The two scenarios above demonstrate that the DVS Democracy Suite 


5.13-CO complies with the FEC 2002 VSS requirements for § 2.2.4 and 


§ 2.2.4.1(h).  


33. Notably, the Petitioners and their expert never referenced reviewing 


either the ICC or the ICX—the only devices applicable to § 2.2.4 and § 2.2.4.1(h) 


—yet they claimed that the voting system did not comply those sections.  


V. Opinion 5: Reformatting the hard drive before installing the trusted build 


is a best practice and the reformatting process does not violate the FEC 
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2002 VSS requirements for the voting system to produce and maintain 


audit records. 


34. Pursuant to U.S. Code Title 52, Subtitle II, Chapter 2097, the U.S. 


Election Assistance Commission created the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 


(VVSG) 2005 (a.k.a. VVSG 1.0)—the successor to the FEC 2002 VSS. A 


requirement in the VVSG is for EAC accredited testing labs to witness the final 


build of the certified voting system software from its source code. The purpose is 


to ensure that the source code reviewed and evaluated by the testing lab is used to 


develop the software that will be used by each jurisdiction. It also provides the 


ability for an election jurisdiction to validate the integrity of the software 


received8.  


35. Over time, the election industry began referring to the copy of the 


software as the “Trusted Build” because the chain of custody remained intact, 


starting with the source code and running all the way through the time the software 


is installed on the jurisdiction’s voting equipment.  


 
7 Available at 
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title52/subtitle2/chapter209&
edition=prelim 
8 Available at 
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/document_library/files/VVSG.1.0_Volume
_1.PDF (§7.4.4) 
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36. Further, the Colorado Secretary of State, as part of its certification 


process, mimicked the VVSG requirement for a witness build, as described in the 


Colorado Secretary of State’s “Voting Systems Trusted Build Procedures.”9 In 


part, the Colorado Secretary of State defines a trusted build (or trusted 


compilation) as “a build performed with adequate security measures implemented 


to give confidence that the executable code is a verifiable and faithful 


representation of the source code. The primary function of a trusted build is to 


create a chain of evidence which allows stakeholders to have an approved model to 


use for verification of a voting system.” 


37. To ensure a voting system contains nothing except the “Trusted 


Build” software on the voting equipment, the jurisdiction must start by cleaning 


(a.k.a. sanitizing) the system and remove all data or software on the device. 


Sanitizing the system is a best practice from a functional, security, and compliance 


perspective, as described in the following: 


a. From a functional standpoint, the jurisdiction’s voting devices—as it 


relates to the DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO voting system used in El 


Paso County—are commercial off the shelf (COTS) computers, tablets, 


 
9 Available at 
https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/VotingSystems/files/trustedBuildProced
ures.pdf 
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and scanners. This means the computers, tablets, and scanners can be 


purchased commercially by the general public for business or personal 


use. The COTS devices typically come preloaded with software already 


on them (e.g., operating system, games, drivers, applications or ‘apps,’ 


etc.). Wiping the devices clean ensures there is nothing on the voting 


system that could affect the system or software once installed.  


b. It is the jurisdiction’s responsibility to ensure that the voting system does 


not have any non-certified software, including malicious software (a.k.a. 


malware), on the voting devices. Sanitizing each device prior to installing 


the certified software (i.e., Trusted Build) provides that assurance.  


i.  A non-technical analogy is a company is baking a wedding cake. 


The company must clean and sanitize the pots and pans before they 


are used in the baking process. This protects against any other 


ingredients that could alter the flavor or texture of the cake, and 


also allows for the company to comply with FDA safety standards.  


38. As it sounds, sanitizing the voting devices before the installation of 


the trusted build will remove all software and data. This does not, however, mean 


that the voting system does not comply with the FEC 2002 VSS for data retention. 


FEC 2002 VSS § 2.2.1.1, Data Retention, states that “all systems shall provide for 


maintaining the integrity of voting and audit data during an election and for a 
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period of at least 22 months thereafter.” Additionally, it states that the entity 


responsible for preserving all records is the appropriate state or local election 


official. 


39. Nothing in the FEC 2002 VSS states that, in order to maintain 


integrity and preserve all records for at least 22 months, the appropriate state or 


local election official must retain such data on the device in which it was originally 


produced or created, as implied by the Petitioners and their expert. To the contrary, 


the FEC 2002 VSS Data Retention requirements state “[i]n many voting systems, 


the source of election-specific data (and ballot formats) is a database or file...It is 


not necessary to retain this information on electronic media if there is an official, 


authenticatable printed copy of all final database information. However, it is 


recommended that the state or local jurisdiction also retain electronic records of the 


aggregate data for each device.” 


40. The DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO produces the records, on the 


respective voting devices, and provides for that data to be maintained for 22 


months. It is the responsibility of the election official to preserve those records in a 


format (e.g., paper or electronic) the official so chooses.  


41. Generally, election officials choose to preserve and retain election 


records from the voting system on external media (e.g., external hard drive, USB 


flash drive, etc.), in electronic format, as was done in El Paso County. As such, 
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when El Paso County sanitized the voting system prior to installing the trusted 


build, best practices were followed. Further, the sanitization process did not violate 


the FEC 2002 VSS requirements for the voting system to produce and maintain 


audit records.  


VI. Opinion 6: The accuracy of the voting system used in El Paso County—


DVS Democracy Suite 5.13-CO—complied with the FEC 2002 VSS 


accuracy requirements that exceeds the accuracy rate of hand counting. 


42. Pursuant to the FEC 2002 VSS § 3.2.1, Accuracy Requirements, “the 


system shall achieve a target error rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot 


positions” or 0.00001%. 


43. In 2018, a study entitled “Learning from Recounts,10” looked at 


recounts across multiple technologies, as well as hand counting in two elections 


that had recounts (Wisconsin’s 2011 and 2016 elections). The authors of the study 


came to the following conclusion:   


a. Scanning paper ballots produces a more accurate election night count 


than hand-counting ballots. 


 
10 Available at https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/full/10.1089/elj.2017.0440 
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44. Further, in 2012, a National Science Foundation (NSF) funded study 


by Rice University and Clemson University, entitled “Hand counts of votes may 


cause errors11,” found the following: 


a. The researchers found a one-half to one percent error rate for the “read 


and mark” method, and up to a two percent error rate for the “sort and 


stack” method; and 


b. One of the authors, Michael Byrne of Rice University, stated “Nearly all 


elections require humans to count ballots by hand, but this task almost 


always results in human error.” 


45. In general, the election community—including the election officials 


that conduct elections; the private sector partners that support them; and election 


experts who work in the field of post-election audits, recounts, and other hand 


tallies—recognize that humans are prone to errors. This is especially true when 


humans are required to perform monotonous tasks, particularly for extended 


periods of time and/or after working a long shift (i.e., at the end of election day 


after polls close). This has been researched and known by election experts, at least 


as far back as 1934. At that time, hand counting was the most prevalent method of 


counting ballots. Joseph P. Harris, who authored the book “Election 


 
11 Available at https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/02/120202151713.htm 
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Administration in the United States12,” wrote “[t]he counting of paper ballots, often 


lasting far into the night, and made by tired and frequently incompetent persons, is 


highly conducive to mistakes and frauds…It cannot be denied that the only way to 


avoid this tedious job of counting the ballots and to guarantee an honest and 


accurate count is to use voting machines.” 


46. Based on my review of the Verified Petition for Relief and related 


filings; research conducted on items relating to the petition; and my knowledge of 


election technology, security, and policy, I find that there is no reason to grant the 


Petitioners’ request “to discontinue using a computer voting system in El Paso 


County,” nor should the Petitioners’ request “to use a hand count to tabulate votes 


cast in El Paso County in the November 2022 election and in elections thereafter” 


be granted.  


47. In fact, discontinuing the use of a computer voting system in El Paso 


County would make the county more susceptible to errors and inaccuracies. As 


defined by the FEC 2002 VSS, the voting system is used to “define ballots,” in 


which case discontinuing the use of a computer voting system would not only 


require El Paso County to hand count ballots, but also force them to hand 


 
12 Available at https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/itl/vote/harris_6.pdf 
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transcribe a ballot for every voter or have the voter hand write the name of the 


candidate for whom the voter intends to vote.  


I declare under penalty of perjury under the law of Colorado  
that the foregoing is true and correct. 


 
Executed on the 15th day of November, 2022. 
 
Ryan Macias      (Printed Name) 
 
___________________________ (Signature) 


 


Ryan Macias Digitally signed by Ryan Macias 
Date: 2022.11.15 22:07:50 -06'00'







Ryan Macias 
RSM Election Solutions LLC 


(E) Ryan@RSMElectionSolutions.com (P) 805.345.9050 
 


Professional Profile 


Advising, strategizing, and developing policy for 17 years with a proven record of significant, 
successful contributions in election administration, election infrastructure, technology security, 
and standards development. 


Experience 


RSM Election Solutions LLC– Election Technology & Cybersecurity Consultant/Owner: 
(05/2019 – Present) 


Develop methodologies and strategies for evaluating critical products, assets, and appliances used 
to secure critical infrastructure, with emphasis on election infrastructure technologies. 


Assess the needs of United States (U.S.) and international government entities, particularly election 
authorities, in procuring and implementing cybersecurity infrastructure projects.  


Provide expert research, analyses, and recommendations on U.S. funding of international 
government entities, such as U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) funded projects 
for securing democratic institutions around the world. 
Audit the resiliency and cybersecurity of major critical infrastructure projects to identify risk, 
estimate the impact, and assess the value added. 
Advise election officials on process, procedures, rules, and regulations to address changes in 
election technology infrastructure and election administration. 
Testify, provide oral testimony, written declarations, and consultation on election technology and 
security litigations and hearings in state and federal courts. 


Lafayette Group Inc.– Subject Matter Expert, Election Security: (05/2019 – Present) 


Strategize, advise, and provide stakeholder engagement to the Election Security Initiative (ESI) at 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).  


Partner with state and local election officials to build resiliency in their election infrastructure by 
assessing risk and identifying resources that can mitigate the risk. 
Collaborating with election officials, election infrastructure providers, non-governmental 
organizations, and the electorate on the risks to the democratic process.  


U.S. EAC– Acting Director, Testing & Certification (03/2019 – 05/2019) 


Managed the development of publications and trainings for stakeholders on election technology 
and cybersecurity. 


Served as the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) lead on critical infrastructure issues.  
Lead to the Technical Guidelines Development Committee (TGDC) a federal advisory committee 
encompassing experts in the field of security, accessibility, standards development that advise on 
the development of HAVA compliant election technology principles, guidelines, and standards. 
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Collaborated with state and local election officials implementing new legislation, rules, regulations, 
and standards for election infrastructure.  
Developed strategies and methodologies for balancing security with accessibility in election 
technology in compliance with the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) 2002. 


U.S. EAC– Sr. Election Technology Program Specialist (05/2016 – 05/2019) 


Engineered a new strategic approach for federal certification of voting systems, restructuring 
internal policies, processes, and procedures - focusing on the auditing and conformance to 
International standards for security, quality assurance, and configuration management. 
Transformed the scope of voting system standards to implement a functional process-based model 
providing adaptability across multiple election technologies. 
Project Manager for federal voting system certification - analyzing voting systems to determine 
conformance with federal standards, policies, and procedures. 
Developed nationally recognized publications and trainings on the best practices for securing, 
procuring, and implementing election technology; many of which have been referenced in technical 
or policy related publications. 


Implemented a risk-based approach to analyze and identify current threats and challenges in 
election technology, particularly regarding cybersecurity and information operations. 


California Secretary of  State– Sr. Election Technology Analyst (08/2006 – 05/2016) 


Collaborated with legislators, election officials, and special interest groups to develop legislation, 
regulations, and policies for election systems including the California Voters Choice Act, California 
Voting System Standards, and remote accessible vote by mail systems legislation and standards. 
Advise the Secretary of State and Executive Staff on the certification and implementation of 
election technologies, such as voting systems and remote accessible vote by mail technologies to 
ensure that all voters have an opportunity to vote privately and independently. 


Professional Organizations & Committees 


Member – National Task Force on Election Crises 


Member - GCA Cybersecurity Toolkit for Elections Advisory Group 
Program Committee Member – E-Vote-ID 2020: International Conference for Electronic Voting 


Steering Committee Member for the Center for Internet Security (CIS) Rapid Architecture-Based 
Election Technology Verification (RABET-V) 
Former State of California appointee to the U.S. EAC’s Standards Board 


Education & Professional Certifications 


Bachelor of Science, Business Administration (Finance) – California State University, Sacramento 
Certified Election/Registration Administrator (CERA) 


Lead Auditor - ISO 9001 & ISO 17025 
Certified as a Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCII) Authorized User 


  







Projects & Publications 
 EXPERT WITNESS TESTIMONY on behalf Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs: Kari Lake, 


et al. v. Katie Hobbs, et al., in the United States District Court for the District of Arizona, Case 
#2:22-cv-00677 


 AFFIDAVIT on behalf of the Secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania: Fulton County, 
Pennsylvania, et al., v. Secretary of the Commonwealth in the Commonwealth Court of 
Pennsylvania, Case #277 MD 2021. 


 DECLARATION on behalf of Secretary of State’s Motion to Intervene: Arizona Democratic Party 
and Steve Gallardo v. Karen Fann et al., Superior Court of the State of Arizona for the County of 
Maricopa County, Case #CV-2021-006646. 


 Rebuttal Report to the Allied Security Operation Group (ASOG) Antrim Michigan Forensics 
Report. 


 Election Security Risk in Focus: Ransomware – Trained hundreds of election administrators on the 
cybersecurity risks and mitigative measures related to ransomware in the election infrastructure. 


 MEMORANDUM in Opposition re13 MOTION for Preliminary Injunction: Harley et al v. 
Kosinski et al, United States District Court in the Eastern District of New York, Case #1:20-cv-
04664. 


 MEMORANDUM in Opposition re26 MOTION for Preliminary Injunction: Taliaferro et al v. 
North Carolina State Board of Elections et al, United States District Court for the Eastern District 
of North Carolina Western Division, Case #5:20-cv-00411. 


 Election Security Risk Profile Tool – Collaborator on the methodology for a simple, non-technical 
tool that provides mitigations for the non-cybersecurity professionals to understand. 


 Co-Author of the Harvard Belfer Center Defending Digital Democracy Project (D3P) State and 
Local Election Cybersecurity Playbook and The Elections Battle Staff Playbook. 


 Trainer and scenario builder for the D3P State and Local Election Official Tabletop Exercise and 
Battle Staff Bootcamp. 


 Contributor to CIS A Handbook Election Infrastructure Security and Election Technology 
Procurement Guide. 


 Lead on EAC Voluntary Voting System Guidelines v. 2.0 focusing on providing technologies 
that are both secure and accessible. 


 Created the 17-Functions process model that defined the Scope of the VVSG 2.0 so that non-
traditional election technologies could be tested to the same standards as traditional voting 
systems.  
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


The U.S. Department of Justice is committed to ensuring full compliance 
with all federal laws regarding elections.  This includes those provisions 
of federal law that govern the retention and preservation of election 
records or that prohibit intimidation of, or interference with, any 
person’s right to vote or to serve as an election official. 


The Department is also committed to ensuring that American elections are secure and reflect the choices 


made on the ballots cast by eligible citizens.  “The November 3rd election was the most secure in 


American history,” according to a Joint Statement issued by federal and state officials and released by 


the federal Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency.  In many jurisdictions, there were automatic 


recounts or canvasses pursuant to state law due to the closeness of the election results.  None of those 


state law recounts produced evidence of either wrongdoing or mistakes that casts any doubt on the 


outcome of the national election results. 


In recent months, in a number of jurisdictions around the United States, an unusual second round of 


examinations have been conducted or proposed.  These examinations would look at certain ballots, 


election records, and election systems used to conduct elections in 2020.  These examinations, 


sometimes referred to as “audits,” are governed, in the first instance, by state law.  In some 


circumstances, the proposed examinations may comply with state law; in others, they will not.  But 


regardless of the relevant state law, federal law imposes additional constraints with which every 


jurisdiction must comply.  This document provides information about those federal constraints, which are 


enforced by the Department of Justice. 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


Constraints Imposed by the Civil Rights Act of 1960 


The Civil Rights Act of 1960, now codified at 52 U.S.C. §§ 20701-20706, governs certain “[f]ederal 


election records.”   Section 301 of the Act requires state and local election officials to “retain and 


preserve” all records relating to any “act requisite to voting” for twenty-two months after the conduct 


of “any general, special, or primary election” at which citizens vote for “President, Vice President, 


presidential elector, Member of the Senate, [or] Member of the House of Representatives,” 52 U.S.C. § 


20701.  The materials covered by Section 301 extend beyond “papers” to include other “records.” 


Jurisdictions must therefore also retain and preserve records created in digital or electronic form. 


The ultimate purpose of the Civil Rights Act’s preservation and retention requirements for federal 


elections records is to “secure a more effective protection of the right to vote.”  State of Ala. ex rel. 


Gallion v. Rogers, 187 F. Supp. 848, 853 (M.D. Ala. 1960) (citing H.R. Rep. 956, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 7 


(1959)), aff’d sub nom. Dinkens v. Attorney General, 285 F.2d 430 (5th Cir. 1961) (per curiam).  The Act 


protects the right to vote by ensuring that federal elections records remain available in a form that 


allows for the Department to investigate and prosecute both civil and criminal elections matters under 


federal law. The Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, Eighth Edition 2017 explains that “[t]he 


detection, investigation, and proof of election crimes – and in many instances Voting Rights Act 


violations –often depend[s] on documentation generated during the voter registration, voting, 


tabulation, and election certification processes.”  Id. at 75.  It provides that “all documents and records 


that may be relevant to the detection or prosecution of federal civil rights or election crimes must be 


maintained if the documents or records were generated in connection with an election that included 


one or more federal candidates.”  Id. at 78. 


The Department interprets the Civil Rights Act to require that covered elections records “be retained 


either physically by election officials themselves, or under their direct administrative supervision.” 


Federal Prosecution of Elections Offenses at 79.  “This is because the document retention 


requirements of this federal law place the retention and safekeeping duties squarely on the shoulders 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


of election officers.” Id.  If a state or local election authority designates some other individual or 


organization to take custody of the election records covered by Section 301, then the Civil Rights Act 


provides that the “duty to retain and preserve any record or paper so deposited shall devolve upon such 


custodian.”  52 U.S.C. § 20701. 


Therefore, if the original election official who has custody of records covered by the Act hands over 


those election records to other officials (for example, to legislators or other officeholders) or the official 


turns over the records to private parties (such as companies that offer to conduct “forensic 


examinations”), the Department interprets the Act to require that “administrative procedures be in 


place giving election officers ultimate management authority over the retention and security of those 


election records, including the right to physically access” such records.  Id.  In other words, the 


obligation to retain and preserve election records remains intact regardless of who has physical 


possession of those records.  Jurisdictions must ensure that if they conduct post-election ballot 


examinations, they also continue to comply with the retention and preservation requirements of Section 


301. 


There are federal criminal penalties attached to willful failures to comply with the retention and 


preservation requirements of the Civil Rights Act.  First, Section 301 itself makes it a federal crime for 


“[a]ny officer of election” or “custodian” of election records to willfully fail to comply with the retention 


and preservation requirements.  52 U.S.C. § 20701.  Second, Section 302 provides that any “person, 


whether or not an officer of election or custodian, who willfully steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or 


alters any record or paper” covered by Section 301’s retention and preservation requirement is subject 


to federal criminal penalties. Id. § 20702. Violators of either section can face fines of up to $1000 and 


imprisonment of up to one year for each violation. 


Election audits are exceedingly rare.  But the Department is concerned that some jurisdictions 


conducting them may be using, or proposing to use, procedures that risk violating the Civil Rights Act. 


The duty to retain and preserve election records necessarily requires that elections officials maintain 


the security and integrity of those records and their attendant chain of custody, so that a complete and 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


uncompromised record of federal elections can be reliably accessed and used in federal law 


enforcement matters. Where election records leave the control of elections officials, the systems for 


maintaining the security, integrity and chain of custody of those records can easily be broken.  Moreover, 


where elections records are no longer under the control of elections officials, this can lead to a 


significant risk of the records being lost, stolen, altered, compromised, or destroyed.  This risk is 


exacerbated if the election records are given to private actors who have neither experience nor expertise 


in handling such records and who are unfamiliar with the obligations imposed by federal law. 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


Constraints Imposed by the Federal Laws Prohibiting Intimidation 


Federal law prohibits intimidating voters or those attempting to vote.  For example, Section 11(b) of the 


Voting Rights Act of 1965 provides that “No person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise, shall 


intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any person for voting or 


attempting to vote, or intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any 


person for urging or aiding any person to vote or attempt to vote….”  52 U.S.C. § 10307(b).  Similarly, 


Section 12 of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 makes it illegal for any person, “including an 


election official,” to “knowingly and willfully intimidate[], threaten[], or coerce[], or attempt to intimidate, 


threaten, or coerce, any person for . . . registering to vote, or voting, or attempting to register or vote” in 


any election for federal office. Id. § 20511(1)(A).  Likewise, Section 131 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 


provides that “[n]o person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise, shall intimidate, threaten, 


coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any other person for the purpose of interfering with 


the right of such other person to vote or to vote as he may choose, or of causing such other person to vote 


for, or not to vote for, any candidate” for federal office.  52 U.S.C. § 10101(b). 


The Attorney General is authorized to file a civil action seeking preventative relief, including a temporary 


or permanent injunction, against any person who engages in actions that violate these statutes.  See 52 


U.S.C. §§ 10308(d); 20510(a).  And there are criminal penalties as well. See, e.g., id. § 10308(a); 18 U.S.C. §§ 


241, 242, 594; see generally Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, at 33-38, 49-54, 56-58. 


Judicial decisions have established that voter intimidation need not involve physical threats.  In certain 


contexts, suggesting to individuals that they will face adverse social or legal consequences from voting 


can constitute an impermissible threat.  Here are a few examples of the types of acts that may constitute 


intimidation: 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


▪ Sending a letter to foreign-born Latino registered voters warning them that “if they voted in 


the upcoming election their personal information would be collected … and … could be 


provided to organizations who are ‘against immigration’” was potentially intimidating. See 


United States v. Nguyen, 673 F.3d 1259 (9th Cir. 2012). 


▪ Having police officers take down the license plate numbers of individuals attending voter 


registration meetings contributed to intimidating prospective voters. See United States v. 


McLeod, 385 F.2d 734 (5th Cir. 1967). 


▪ Sending robocalls telling individuals that if they voted by mail, their personal information 


would become part of a public database that could be used by police departments to track 


down old warrants and credit card companies to collect outstanding debts could constitute 


intimidation. See Nat’l Coal. on Black Civic Participation v. Wohl, 498 F. Supp. 3d 457 (S.D.N.Y. 


2020). 


▪ Linking individual voters to alleged illegalities in a way that might trigger harassment could 


constitute intimidation. See League of United Latin Am. Citizens - Richmond Region Council 


4614 v. Pub. Int. Legal Found., 2018 WL 3848404, at *4 (E.D. Va. Aug. 13, 2018). 


▪ Conducting a “ballot security” program in which defendants stand near Native American 


voters discussing Native Americans who had been prosecuted for illegally voting, follow 


voters out of the polling places, and record their license plate numbers might constitute 


intimidation. See Daschle v. Thune, No. 4:04 Civ. 04177 (D.S.D. Nov. 1, 2004). 


See also United States v. North Carolina Republican Party, No. 5:92-cv-00161 (E.D.N.C. Feb. 27, 1992) 


(approving a consent decree in a case where the United States alleged that it violated Section 11(b) to 


send postcards to voters in predominantly African American precincts falsely claiming that voters were 


required to have lived in the same precinct for thirty days prior to the election and stating that it is a 


“federal crime to knowingly give false information about your name, residence or period of residence to 


an election official”).1 


1 While voter intimidation need not involve physical threats, federal law of course prohibits using “force or threat of force” to intimidate or 
interfere with, or attempt to intimidate or interfere with, any person’s “voting or qualifying to vote” or serving “as a poll watcher, or any legally 
authorized election official, in any primary, special, or general election.” 18 U.S.C. § 245(b)(1)(A).  The Deputy Attorney General recently issued 
Guidance Regarding Threats Against Election Workers. 
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U.S.  Department of Justice 


There have been reports, with respect to some of the post-2020 ballot examinations, of proposals to 


contact individuals face to face to see whether the individuals were qualified voters who had 


actually voted. See, e.g., Cyber Ninjas Statement of Work ¶ 5.1 (proposing to select three precincts 


in a large urban county to collect information from individuals through “a combination of phone calls 


and physical canvassing”). 


This sort of activity raises concerns regarding potential intimidation of voters.  For example, when 


such investigative efforts are directed, or are perceived to be directed, at minority voters or minority 


communities, they can have a significant intimidating effect on qualified voters that can deter them 


from seeking to vote in the future.  Jurisdictions that authorize or conduct audits must ensure that 


the way those reviews are conducted has neither the purpose nor the effect of dissuading qualified 


citizens from participating in the electoral process.  If they do not, the Department will act to ensure 


that all eligible citizens feel safe in exercising their right to register and cast a ballot in future 


elections. 


If jurisdictions have questions about the constraints federal law places on the kinds of post-election 


audits they can conduct, they should contact the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division.  If 


citizens believe a jurisdiction has violated the Civil Rights Act’s election record retention and 


preservation requirements, or believe they have been subjected to intimidation, they can use the 


Civil Rights Division's online complaint form to report their concerns or call (800) 253-3931. 
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Elections Complaint Form 
•• ",c.1, 


• You may use this form to file a complaint alleging a violation of Colorado Election Law. 
• All fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required. 
• This form does not need to be notarized. 
• Mall, fax, deliver, or scan your signed form and email It to: 


The Colorado Secretary of State, Elections DMsion 
1700 Broadway, Ste. 200 
Denver, CO 80290 
Fax: (303) 869-4861 
state.electiondivlsion@SOS.state.co.us 


Secntllry of State •uthorlty 


For office UM only 


ComplalntlD: ---·--·--·----


Date Stamp: 


The Secretary of State has Independent authority to Inspect and review the practices and procedures of county clerk and recorders, their employees, and other 
election officials In the conduct of primary, general, and congressional vacancy elections and the registration of electors In this state, with or without the filing of 
a complaint by any person. [Section 1-1-107(2)(b), CR.SJ 


NOTICE: This complaint Is not confidential and, once flied with the Department of State, will be treated as a public record. 


Your ldenttfJlng lnfonlllltlon 
last name• 


beGr.;_;--


Phone number frnclude area code)• ,-- ~-~ 


719-424-0698 


Email address 


First name• 


Kenneth 


KenDeGraaf4HD22@protonmail.com 


- -- Middle name 


Glen 


Current Street address (No P.O. Boxes)• ~t or Unit 


6416 Peak Vista Circle 


City or Town• 


Colorado Springs 


ZIP Code* 


80918 


Colorado Coun!Y_ I _J 
Mailing address (regulred If different from your home address) Apt. or Unit OtyorTown State ZIP Code 


Same 


Identifying lnfonn11tlon of the penon or entity you •re •lleglng the compl81nt •t•lnlt (only one person/entity per form) 
Name of the rson or entl 


l 


Phuck Broerman J 
Email address Phone number Onclude area code) 


719-520-6202. 719-459-6065 Chuck.Broerman@gmail.com; ChuckBroerman@EIPasoCO.com 


Address 
~---


1675 W. Garden of the Gods Rd, suite 2201 


Alleged vlol8tlon(1) of St.te a..w (check all that apply) 


I was not allowed to: 
0 Vote in secret 


0 Turn in my absentee ballot 


0 Ask questions or ask for assistance 


O Vote, even though I was standing In line before the polls closed 


O Re-vote after I made a mistake 


State law was violated because: 
O My voter registration information was altered 


0 My polling place was not open (either on time or at all) 


0 Officials neglected to perform their duties 


I&! Other (please specify Including statutory provision): 


p tyorTown 


Colorado Springs 


State 


co 
ZIP Code -----
80907 


I was not able to vote because I wasn't given assistance: 
D To accommodate my disability 


D In my own language 


I was not provided: 
O Election materials In my own language 


I observed: 
D Pollworkers acting or saying something inappropriate 


D Inappropriate electioneering or campaigning too close to the polls 


D The casting of a fraudulent vote 


The voting system Dominion software version DVS 5. 13-CO violates C.R.S. secs. 1-6015, 1-5-603 and 1-7-802 and 52 USC 20701 and the 2002 
Voting System Standards Issued by the Federal Election Commission, particularly sections 2.2. 1. 1, 2.2.4. 1(h),215. 1, 2.25.2.1 (e), 2.25.3 as set forth 
In the attached Declaration of Douglas W. Gould. 


Secretary of State Approved 07-12-2019 


EXHIBIT B







Det11U1 of the comp .. lnt 
State in your own words the detailed facts and circumstances that form the basis of your complaint, including any relevant person(s). Please 
include relevant dates and times and the names and addresses of other persons whom you believe have knowledge of the facts. Also, give any 
reasons that you feel the alleged violation was committed by the person and/or entity against whom this complaint is brought. 


Please provide the details of your complaint in the space provided below. If you need additional space, attach a separate page or pages. 
(please type or print) 


The Dominion DVS 5. 13-CO system Is Illegal because normal operation of the system destroys electronic flies that federal and state law require voting 
systems to preserve for audits, recounts, and potential prosecution of election crimes and violations of civil rights. Further, it Is essential in establishing 
public trust In the voting system that such flies be preserved as the law requires. Moreover, before an election, updating the system software In the 
trusted build procedure destroys records of previous elections that federal and state law require computer voting systems to preserve. Accordingly, it Is 
illegal to continue to use the voting system. 


Sign or m•rk below 
I affirm that the Information provided In this complaint Is true and accurate to my best know! ge. 







DECLARATION DATE FILED: October 13, 2022 5:49 PM 
. ~JLINQ IQ.: 7,6E3Z92327370 


I, Douglas W. Gould, declare under penalty of perJUry <!'fA.~£t~~~~l~!J2~~9'fld correct: 


QUALIFICATIONS 


My qualifications and experience with regard to computer-based systems and in particular 
the security aspects of computer-based systems are stated in Exhibit 1.1 attached. 


11 ACTIVITIES PERFORMED 


Computer forensics is the application of investigation and analysis techniques to gather 
and preserve evidence from a particular computing device about how it has been 
operated and by whom. 


I performed a forensic analysis of an image of the Dominion Voting Systems (DVS) 
Election Management System (EMS) Server with DVS version 5.11-CO election 
application software as used in Mesa County in the 2020 general election and the 2021 
Grand Junction municipal election. The image replicated the entire EMS server before 
the May 2021 DVS "trusted build" update. 


I also performed a forensic analysis of an image of the Dominion Voting Systems (DVS) 
Election Management System (EMS) Server with version 5.13-CO election application 
software taken immediately following the May, 2021 "trusted build" update. 


From these images I 


(i) determined information about the voting system used in the 2020 general 
election and 2021 Grand Junction municipal election; 


(ii) assessed the impact of the software update (called "trusted build") on the 
computer and voting system; and 


(iii) analyzed the DVS 5.13-CO election software installation (the current voting 
system software in Mesa County and Colorado). 


Ill CONFIGURATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEM 


The DVS EMS Server (hereafter EMS Server) is a computer-based system that, among 
other functions, reads ballots, interprets markings on ballots, and totals the vote counts 
in each race in an election. The data from these operations are stored in a Microsoft SQL 
Server database (a software application) maintained on the EMS Server. The EMS 
server operates in concert with the Microsoft Windows 2016 Server operating system. 
The Windows operating system manages all of the resources1 of the computer system. 
No software runs on the system without the permission of and restrictions/limitations 
provided by the operating system. The same operating system was and is used in 


1 Among other resources, Memory, processor time, which programs run and at what priority, which 
programs can preempt others, Input/Output (including reading and writing to the disks, database, logfiles, 
etc)., sizes and limitations/restrictions of the system, security and access control. 
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conjunction with both DVS version 5.11-CO and 5.13-CO. An evaluation of how the DVS 
functions also requires consideration of how the operating system functions, as the DVS 
cannot operate independently of the operating system. 


Accordingly, my evaluation relates to the EMS Server and the Windows operating system 
as "configured" when the images were taken. "Configuration" simply means that variable 
settings in the computer system affect how the system performs. For example, settings 
can be established for what constitutes a valid password, for who can access the system, 
for whether and how the system preserves data, and for many other elements of the 
system's operation. 


IV PERFORMANCE STANDARDS APPLIED TO THE DVS VOTING SYSTEM 


I was asked to evaluate whether the data retention characteristics of the DVS Voting 
System, including its EMS server, running with the Windows operating system, 
substantially complies with the requirements of the Voting Systems Standards {VSS) that 
were promulgated in 2002 by the Federal Election Commission.2 


The VSS contains specific requirements for retaining records of the election process. 
How the system retains records or not is a consequence of configuration settings. 


V. VSS REQUIREMENTS 


VSS §2.2.11 specifies in pertinent part: 


Regardless of system type, all audit trail information ... shall be retained in 
its original format, whether that be real-time logs generated by the system, 
or manual logs maintained by election personnel. The election audit trail 
includes not only in-process logs of election night (and subsequent 
processing of absentee or provisional ballots), but also time logs of baseline 
ballot definition formats, and system readiness and testing results. 


VSS §2.2.5.1 , titled "System Audit Purpose and Context", states on page 2/23: 


Election audit trails provide the supporting documentation for 
verifying the correctness of reported election results. They present a 
concrete, indestructible archival record of all system activity related 
to the vote tally, and are essential for public confidence in the 
accuracy of the tally, for recounts, and for evidence in the event of 
criminal or civil litigation. 


VSS §2.2.5.2.1 {e), page 2-25 states: 


The generation of audit record entries shall not be terminated or altered by 
program control or by the intervention of any person. The physical security 
and integrity of the record shall be maintained at all times. 


2 I also found deficiencies in the security aspects of the systems that violate the VSS. Those are not 
discussed in th is declaration, as they are beyond its scope. 
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VSS §2.2.4.1 (h), page 2-23 states "To ensure system integrity, all systems shall" : 


Maintain a permanent record of all original audit data that cannot be 
modified or overridden but may be augmented by designated authorized 
officials in order to adjust for errors or omissions (e.g. , during the 
canvassing process.) 


The VSS states its purposes to include ensuring that sufficient records shall be retained 
to detect and prosecute civil rights violations, election crimes, or to audit the performance 
of the voting system, and to reconstruct an election. 


VI THE OPERA TING SYSTEM DELETES CRITICAL RECORDS UNDER BOTH 
DVS VERSIONS 


As stated, both DVS version 5.11-CO and 5.13-CO operate under the Microsoft Windows 
2016 Server operating system. I found that configurations for both DVS 5.11-CO before 
the "trusted build" and for DVS 5.13-CO after the "trusted build" limited log file size to 20 
MB. Accordingly, record retention behavior of the system running DVS version 5.13-CO 
will be identical to the record retention behavior of the system running DVS version 5.11-
CO. I observed that 5.11-CO software configurations resulted in destruction of electronic 
files that VSS requires to be retained. The records destroyed included election records, 
audit trail records and computer log records. 3. 


My examination of the operating system configuration in the images of the Mesa County 
EMS Server found that the system was configured for very small logfile sizes. Logfiles 
are the records of what occurs within the system, when it occurs, who caused it to occur, 
and what were the consequences of the occurrence. Logfiles are records of the activity 
of the system running on the server, in this case the DVS voting system. They are 
essential for any audit of how the system performed its functions during an election or at 
any other time. 


If properly configured and compliant with the VSS, the operating system logfiles will 
contain the time-stamped IP addresses and identity of all users connecting to the system; 
they will indicate which user or programmed authority caused the execution of each 
program, the time of execution and all error conditions including whether a storage device 
ran out of space or other errors not generated by human input. A single logfile entry (i.e. , 
including one election-related record) requires approximately 68 kilobytes of space in the 
logfile. Performing the division (20 megabytes divided by 68 kilobytes) yields 294 records 
as the maximum number of records that a 20 megabyte logfile can retain . When the 
logfile size exceeds 20 megabytes, the computer operating system will discard the oldest 
record (to make space for the next record) and replace it with the newest record , 
overwriting the data, overriding the requirement in law for the records to be preserved. 


It is not possible to reconstruct how the system processed election data without complete 
logfiles. When logfiles are configured to a very small size, only the newest information 


3 Complete details of the forensic examinations and the findings for DVS version 5.11-CO, supporting this 
declaration are contained in the two forensic reports entitled "Mesa County Colorado Voting System 
Report #1 " (hereafter referred to as "Report #1 ") and "Mesa County Colorado Voting System Report #2" 
(hereafter referred to as "Report #2) which are incorporated fully herein. 
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about the system's operation can be preserved; previous information automatically is 
deleted to make room for more recent information. Accordingly, short logfile sizes 
prevents the preservation of data relating to the system's past operations, including its 
processing of elections. 


The DVS system copies selective data from system records into a database using a 
program that is part of the election software called the "EMS Logger." The EMS Logger 
contains a set of logfile data that is insufficient to audit the integrity of or reconstruct an 
election and does not comply with the VSS requirement to retain data "in its original 
format." (Section V, VSS Requirements, §2.2.1 .1) 


VII DA TA RETENTION PERIODS 


I was asked to evaluate whether the DVS Voting System, including the EMS server, 
retains data for periods required by the VSS. 


The VSS requires data retention after elections for specific periods and specific reasons. 
The VSS states "Because the purpose of this law is to assist the Federal government in 
discharging its law enforcement responsibilities in connection with civil rights and 
elections crimes, its scope must be interpreted in keeping with that objective" and 
specifies that "The appropriate state or local authority must preserve all records that 
may be relevant to the detection and prosecution of federal civil rights or election crimes 
forthe 22-month federal retention period, ifthe records were generated in connection with 
an election that was held in whole or in part to select federal candidates."4 (emphasis 
added) 


The VSS continues to state (in the same reference) "Regardless of system type, all audit 
trail information ... shall be retained in its original format, whether that be real-time 
logs generated by the system, or manual logs maintained by election personnel. The 
election audit trail includes not only in-process logs of election night (and subsequent 
processing of absentee or provisional ballots), but also time logs of baseline ballot 
definition formats, and system readiness and testing results."5 (emphasis added) 


VSS Vol. 1, §2.2.5.1, titled "System Audit Purpose and Context", states on page 2/23, 
"Election audit trails provide the supporting documentation for verifying the correctness 
of reported election results. They present a concrete, indestructible archival record of all 
system activity related to the vote tally, and are essential for public confidence in the 
accuracy of the tally, for recounts, and for evidence in the event of criminal or civil 
litigation." 


4 2002 Voting System Standards, Volume 1, page 2-34, §2.2.11 
s Id. 
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A. ROUTINE OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM DESTROYS DATA THAT ARE 
NECESSARY FOR ANY RECONSTRUCTION OR AUDIT OF AN ELECTION 


VSS Vol. 1, §2.2.5.3 addresses specific record retention requirements for "COTS" 
(Commercial Off-The-Shelf) software.6 


VSS §2.2.5.3, page 2-26, states: 


Further requirements must be applied to COTS operating systems to ensure 
completeness and integrity of audit data for election software. These 
operating systems are capable of executing multiple application programs 
simultaneously. These systems include both servers and workstations (or 
"PCs"), including many varieties of UNIX and Linux, and those offered by 
Microsoft and Apple. Election software running on these COTS systems is 
vulnerable to unintended effects from other user sessions, applications, and 
utilities, executing on the same platform at the same time as the election 
software. 


"Simultaneous processes" of concern include unauthorized network 
connections, unplanned user logins, and unintended execution or 
termination of login processes. An unauthorized network connection or 
unplanned user login can host unintended processes and user actions, such 
as the termination of operating system audit, the termination of election 
software processes, or the deletion of election software audit and logging 
data. The execution of an operating system process could be a full system 
scan at a time when that process would adversely affect the election 
software processes. Operating system processes improperly terminated 
could be system audit or malicious code detection. 


To counter these vulnerabilities, three operating system protections are 
required on alt such systems on which election software is hosted. First, 
authentication shall be configured on the local terminal (display screen and 
keyboard) and on all external connection devices ("network cards" and 
"ports"). This ensures that only authorized and identified users affect the 
system while election software is running. 


Second, operating system audit shall be enabled for all session openings 
and closings, for all connection openings and closings, for alt process 
executions and terminations, and for the alteration or deletion of any 
memory or file object. This ensures the accuracy and completeness of 
election data stored on the system. It also ensures the existence of an audit 
record of any person or process altering or deleting system data or election 
data. 


6 The voting system used by Mesa County employs commercial off the shelf (COTS) software. COTS 
elements include the Microsoft Windows operating system, Microsoft SQL Server Database Management 
System, and Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio. Therefore, VSS standards relating to COTS 
elements apply in this case. 
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Third, the system shall be configured to execute only intended and 
necessary processes during the execution of election software. The system 
shall also be configured to halt election software processes upon the 
termination of any critical system process (such as system audit) during the 
execution of election software. 


These required records are obtained from operating system logs, Windows "event" logs, 
application logs (including database logs, logs of custom election software, and other 
programs that are executed). 


Forensic analysis revealed that (a) DVS does not retain all of these records in their original 
format, and (b) retains only excerpts from some of these logs (the "EMS logger") rather 
than complete records on the EMS Server. Forensic analysis further revealed that the 
DVS EMS Server overwrites operating system logs (original format records, i.e., logfiles) 
and fails to retain these data as required by VSS §2.2.4.1 (h). The DVS EMS overwrites 
operating system logfiles because, with the maximum logfile size configured at 20 
megabytes, when the logfile exceeds 20 megabytes, record preservation is overridden 
and the disk file space is re-used, erasing earlier records. This setting ensures that much 
logfile data automatically will be deleted in the normal operation of the system. This 
setting is identical in the current version (5.13-CO) voting system and will cause the same 
overwriting I deletion behavior (the same operating system with the same settings will 
behave the same way). 


My analysis is based upon the forensic images of the Mesa County EMS Server provided 
to me by legal counsel for Tina Peters. Based on their interviews of the county election 
personnel who operated the system and controlled access to it, I was informed by 
attorneys who provided the evidence to me that Mesa County election personnel did not 
know of any additional archival data or records of the contents of the Mesa County EMS 
Server. 


Because the extremely limited copies of logs that do exist in the EMS logger database 
do not contain specifically required content from the 2020 and 2021 elections (version 
5.11-CO), because operating system logfile size is limited to 20 megabytes ensuring the 
overwriting of operating system logfile data, the VSS requirement for retention of logs and 
records in their "originally generated format" has been violated. 


B. THE TRUSTED BUILD DELETED MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF DA TA FROM 
PREVIOUS ELECTIONS LESS THAN 22 MONTHS AFTER SUCH ELECTIONS 


The contents of the Mesa County EMS server, including the hard drive of the computer 
on which it runs, were radically changed in May, 2021 . I am told this was done by 
representatives of the software vendor and the Colorado Secretary of State. Some of the 
effects of this process were: 


1. The hard drive was reformatted. As a result, most of the data previously stored on 
the hard drive became impossible to retrieve and should be considered deleted. 


----------------- - -
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2. The data deleted included operating system logfiles7 and Microsoft Windows event 
logfiles. A total of 695 of these files were deleted: 505 operating system logfiles 
and 190 windows event files. 


3. The data deleted included DVS version 5.11-CO software. 


4. New copies of the operating system and the applications running on the system 
were placed on the hard drive. The DVS applications version 5.13-CO was one of 
those applications. 


5. Ballot images were preserved on a separate disk drive on the EMS Server, but 
original operating system records were deleted. 


The data deleted during the May, 2021 "trusted build" included data required to be 
retained by the VSS. 


VIII DEFICIENCIES CANNOT BE MITIGATED BY ADJUSTING SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION 


In other settings, such as a computer system operated by a commercial company, some 
of the foregoing deficiencies could be mitigated or corrected by changing configuration 
settings. That appears to be impractical if not impossible in the setting of the DVS voting 
system. 


VSS §1.6.1, page 1-14, in relevant part, states: 


Qualification tests validate that a voting system meets the requirements of 
the Standards and performs according to the vendor's specifications for the 
system. 


After a system has completed qualification testing further examination of a 
system is required if modifications are made to hardware, software, or 
telecommunications, including the installation of software on different 
hardware. 


Generally, a voting system remains qualified under the standards against 
which it was tested, as long as no modifications not approved by an ITA are 
made to the system. 


In the 2002 VSS, an ITA is an "Independent Testing Authority" which is now designated 
a "Voting System Testing Laboratory" (VSTL) which is accredited by the U.S. Election 
Assistance Commission. 


VSS §1 .6.2, page 1-15, in relevant part, states: 


Certification tests are performed by individual states with or without the 
assistance of outside consultants .. . 


7 There are numerous logfiles with different naming conventions for different purposes. Windows 
operating system, application, security and setup events are recorded in "event" files with the suffix 
".evtx", while many of the functions of the operating system are recorded in logfiles with the filename 
suffix ". log". There are many other logfiles that include, for example, an inventory of files included in a 
software update that do not contain information relevant to the reconstruction or audit of an election and 
are not included in these numbers. 
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Certification tests performed by individual states typically rely on information 
contained in documentation provided by the vendor for system design, 
installation, operations, required facilities and supplies, personnel support 
and other aspects of the voting system. 


Some reasons why it is impractical to mitigate the system's deficiencies are the following : 


First. it is possible that neither the county personnel nor the secretary of state's personnel 
are competent to adjust system settings or to identify the need for such changes. Indeed, 
making such changes might violate Colorado law. It also might violate contracts with the 
vendor of the voting system. 


Second, the entire system must be tested by a federally accredited voting system testing 
laboratory. Adjustments to the system might require testing of the entire system under 
state and or federal law. 


Third, my understanding is that Colorado law and election rules require voting systems to 
be decertified if there is a suspicion that their operations have been altered. To adjust 
the system's configuration could require decertification of the system and prevent its use 
in an election. 


Fourth, if the system must be adjusted or reconfigured, this is accomplished by copying 
a new certified image provided by the vendor onto the hard drive, destroying the data 
thereon. This would destroy records relating to the 2022 primary election, violating record 
retention statutes. 


FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 


1. As delivered to the State of Colorado by Dominion Voting Systems, the DVS 
EMS Server (version 5.13-CO and version 5.11-CO) is configured to erase 
(overwrite) critical election records, audit trails, and operational logfile 
records. Destruction of these data makes it impossible to detect election 
crimes or civil rights violations. Destruction of data makes it impossible to 
audit or reconstruct an election. 


2. As delivered, the DVS Voting System operating system is configured for a 
maximum log fi le size of 20 megabytes. Both the DVS versions 5.11-CO and 
5. 13-CO contain this same configuration maximum size limit. This logfile size 
is inadequate to ensure the preservation of election data. 


3. DVS software contains an "EMS logger" program that does not "preserve all 
records that may be relevant to the detection and prosecution of federal civil 
rights or election crimes," specifically omitting detailed software executions, 
alterations and deletions of files and external connections to the EMS Server. 


4. No audit of the electronic voting and tabulation of ballots is possible because 
the data necessary to audit, reconstruct the election or detect election crimes 
have been destroyed, both by configuring the maximum logfile size to be too 
small, and by deletion of records not otherwise preserved using the "trusted 
build" process. 


• 
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5. It is impractical to attempt to correct or even mitigate the effects of the system 
deficiencies and non-compliance with the VSS. 


6. The DVS system does not substantially comply with VSS requirements. 


I declare under penalty of the perjury laws of the state of Colorado and the United 
States that the foregoing is true and correct, and that this declaration was executed this 
12th day of August 2022 in Morehead City, North Carolina. 











